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WHAT THE FUZZ? is the most unexpected book I’ve read in a long, long time.  
Heartfelt and hilarious, this memoir charts the maturity of  its author, from a 
bumbling kid utterly lacking in self-confidence, into an unexpected American blue-
collar superhero.  This book is chockful of  magical moments, moments of  levity, 
and moments of  love, friendship, and decency.  I read this memoir in a single-sitting 
and can’t wait for more of  Ruefman’s quirky, kind-hearted writing.  WHAT THE 
FUZZ? is a literary underdog that I’ll be rooting and cheering for long into the future.

— NICKOLAS BUTLER, bestselling author of  
SHOTGUN LOVESONGS and GODSPEED

In What the Fuzz, Daniel Ruefman gives an uproarious glimpse behind 
the mask, with stories both hilarious and humbling. He shows us that 
oftentimes, the mascot is the hardest working person inthe stadium.

— JOE NIESE, author of  
HANDY ANDY: THE ANDY PAFKO STORY 
and BURLEIGH GRIMES: BASEBALL’S LAST 
LEGAL SPITBALLER

If  you like mascots, you’ll fall in love with Shooter and C. Wolf. Shooter 
(hockey) throws himself  down stairs for cheap cheers, while C. Wolf  
(baseball) faces near-death experiences--both real and imagined. Behind 
both furry faces is the author himself, who brings his story to life with 
humanity and heart. This is for those who like their stories warm and fuzzy. 
 

— DAVID ARETHA, award winning author of  
MALALA YOUSAFZAI AND THE GIRLS OF 
PAKISTAN 

Daniel Ruefman is a native of 
northwestern Pennsylvania. After 
earning degrees in writing from 
Edinboro University, Slippery 
Rock University, and Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania, he 
moved to Minnesconsin to pursue 
a career in higher education. 

As an author of literary nonfiction, 
fiction, and books for younger 
readers, Daniel has published several 
collections of poetry, a children’s 
book, and this memoir. When not 
writing, he teaches the craft at the 
University of Wisconsin--Stout. 

Early Praise for 

What the Fuzz? WHAT THE FUZZ?WHAT THE FUZZ?
Survival Stories of  a 

Minor League Mascot

“WHAT THE FUZZ? is a liter-
ary underdog I’ll be rooting and 
cheering for long into the future!

-- Nickolas Butler
bestselling author 

of  SHOTGUN LOVESONGS

________
“What will you do for work?” It is a 
simple question that has been posed 
to children for generations. But when 
Daniel Ruefman’s high school Spanish 
teacher asked that same question 
to the class, he just didn’t have the 
answer. One-by-one, as his classmates 
selected all the good jobs, Daniel 
searched the recesses of  his mind for 
a unique job, one that nobody else 
would ever choose--a job that would 
stand out. In a sudden moment of  
inspiration, he provided an answer that 
would ultimately change the course of  
his entire life--professional mascot.
        Two years later, an unorthodox 
opportunity would find its way to him 
while working at a chain of  family 
restaurants. Little did he know that 
following this path would get him on 
the wrong side of  a city-wide manhunt, 
knocked out by a professional wrestler, 
and sitting on a gurney at a local hospital 
weighing the risks of  just one more 
season against the dream of  going pro.

For More Visit:
www.DanielRuefman.com 
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“This is for those who like their 
stories warm and fuzzy!”

-- David Aretha 


